
PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE MEETING  

October 17, 2002 

Present: Laurie, Toni, Gary, and Dave  

Guest: Steve 

1. Laurie reported that Sebastian was interested in doing some sort of regular feature with the 

Fiat Lux to highlight new collection items in Herrick. We discussed some guidelines and thank 

you options for the work. Dave said he spoke with the Fiat Lux editor, Jason Pilarz, who said the 

idea was fine with him. Toni will talk with Sebastian tonight about the following: 

· The feature can be any format Sebastian wants. He can feature one item and do an in-depth 

review. He can do lists. He can interview and report what patrons are recommending-or "staff 

picks." He can tie whatever he does to a parallel feature on our homepage. The main thing is that 

whatever he chooses to do, it be doable and fun for him. If it is a format another journalism 

major can pick up after he graduates, that would be an added bonus. 

· Steve said we could plan on giving Sebastian a small honorarium for his work, as well as a 

letter of reference based on the project for his career portfolio. 

2. Dave spoke with Omar and emailed both Omar and Shaminda about the radio/AU TV idea. He 

is waiting to hear back from them. 

3. Steve would like either our committee or Access Services to plan an ongoing "recommended 

reading, listening, viewing list" to be featured publicly in the lobby and on the web page. If 

Sebastian's ideas include this it would be fine. If not, he would still like to see this happen. We 

will follow up if need be. 

4. Dave was the only committee member who did the assigned reading….. He reported to the 

rest of us on the ideas that the article ("Something for (Almost) Nothing: Public Relations on a 

Shoestring in an Academic Library.") generated. 

· Contact the students who have been accepted to the University with a congratulations/welcome 

postcard from the library. 

· Refreshments during exam week. 

· Lecture series in the library. 

· "Food for Fines" The food collected to go to the local food pantry. Laurie suggested 

coordinating with student groups who do the food drives, so that they could do the advertising 

for the event. Steve definitely wants a clearly defined, limited time period for a project like this.  

· Used book sale. 

· Giving outstanding customer service. 

5. We talked about an in-house workshop or retreat with customer service as the focus. Dave 

recalled a hilarious video on customer service with Saturday Night Live comedian, Darryl 

Hammond, that was shown to good effect at a NYS Press Association meeting two or three years 

ago. We will try to identify it, incase we want to make a recommendation to the Professional 

Development Work Group. 

6. Steve wanted to follow-up on the refreshments during exam week idea. Dave is willing to 

contact dining services to see what is possible. We decided one night would be fine for this term. 

Steve wanted to know if we could refill the coffee, canisters at Little Alf as needed during the 

evening. We could easily fill the hot water one for cocoa and tea from out water dispenser in the 



staff room. Laurie cautioned to choose a night that does not conflict with the breakfast served by 

faculty at midnight event. 

 

The next meeting will be scheduled when Dave hears from Shaminda and Omar. 
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